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Abstract: The predictions from air quality models are subject to many sources of uncertainty; among them, grid resolution has been viewed as one that is limited by the availability of computational resources. A large grid size can lead to unacceptable errors for many pollutants formed via nonlinear chemical reactions. Further, insufficient grid resolution limits the ability to perform accurate exposure assessments. To address this issue in parallel to increasing computational power, modeling techniques that apply finer grids to areas of interest and coarser grids elsewhere have been developed. Techniques using multiple grid sizes are called nested grid or multiscale modeling techniques. These approaches are limited by uncertainty in the placement of finer grids since pertinent locations may not be known a priori, loss in solution accuracy due to grid boundary interface problems, and inability to adjust to changes in grid resolution requirements. A different approach to achieve local resolution involves using dynamic adaptive grids. Various adaptive mesh refinement techniques using structured grids as well as mesh enrichment techniques on unstructured grids have been explored in atmospheric modeling. Recently, some of these techniques have been applied to full blown air quality models. In this paper, adaptive grid methods used in air quality modeling are reviewed and categorized. The advantages and disadvantages of each adaptive grid method are discussed. Recent advances made in air quality simulation owing to the use of adaptive grids are summarized. Relevant connections to adaptive grid modeling in weather and climate modeling are also described.
1. Introduction

Air quality modeling is the computational science of developing mathematical models that describe the behavior of pollutants in the atmosphere. Pollutants are emitted from various sources, including natural sources. However, it is the fate of emissions resulting from human activity that is typically the focus of air quality modeling. Once introduced into the atmosphere, pollutants are subject to dynamics and chemistry that transport and transform them continuously. Among the transport processes are advection by wind, turbulent diffusion, cloud convection, and deposition. Transformation processes include gas and aqueous phase chemistry, phase changes, and particle nucleation and growth. Heavy loads of pollutants, such as volcanic ash or smoke from wildland fires, can change the dynamics of the atmosphere, coupling the dynamics to the chemistry. Additionally, transformation processes can couple pollutants to each other and create secondary pollutants that are not emitted but formed in the atmosphere after emission of precursor species. Air quality models aim to represent all these processes in the most comprehensive manner.

Air quality models are either of Eulerian grid type or Lagrangian particle models with underlying grids. Cell size is the measure of the scales that can be explicitly resolved by a grid model. Smaller-scale phenomenon can only be represented through subgrid scale parameterizations. The dynamic and chemical processes mentioned above involve a wide range of scales. Complex interactions between processes occurring at different scales make it necessary to resolve the finest relevant scales. For example, it is well known that emissions from urban and industrial centers are responsible for regional or global air quality problems. On the other hand, if emission plumes are injected into relatively coarse grid cells in a regional or global scale model, they are immediately diluted with the contents of the cell and the details of their chemical interaction with the surrounding atmosphere are lost. In the early days of regional modeling 100 km resolution was typical; today, models are pushing the 1 km barrier and the quest for higher resolution continues. With higher grid resolution come improved resolution of complex terrain topography, land use, land cover, cloud cover, and other data used in subgrid scale parameterizations, enabling an improvement to the overall resolution of the models.

Historically, the motivation for air pollution modeling has been air quality management. Development of control strategies has been the initial driving force behind modeling research and advancement. With the confidence gained in describing historic pollution events, models were applied in air quality forecasting. Today, models are used for much broader purposes that connect air quality to other fields. The feedback of pollution on meteorology is receiving more attention with a focus on problems such as smoke from wildfires and volcanic ash, leading to the coupling of air quality models with numerical weather prediction models that were historically used to provide meteorological inputs only. Along with the study of climate and global scale air quality problems, air quality models are beginning to merge with global circulation and global chemistry models. These trends considerably expand the domains of the models from their original dimensions.
Modeling large geographic regions with high resolution is a challenging computational problem. The models’ demand for computational resources escalates rapidly with increasing resolution. For example, consider the changes to the operation count in a model that uses an explicit numerical scheme. An explicit scheme advances a system from its current state \( Y(t) \) to a future state \( Y(t + \Delta t) \) at time \( t + \Delta t \) as follows:

\[
Y(t + \Delta t) = F(Y(t))
\]

\( Y(t + \Delta t) \) can be obtained by direct substitution of the current state \( Y(t) \) into the right-hand-side of this equation. The operation count in substitution is \( O(N) \) where \( N \) is the number of grid cells. If \( N \) increases, the operation count and computational resource demands, such as memory and CPU time, increase linearly with it. Doubling the horizontal grid resolution (e.g., reducing linear grid size from 1 km to 500 m) quadruples the number of grid cells. If the number of vertical layers is also doubled, the total number of grid cells increases by a factor of 8. In addition, there is a computational cost experienced with explicit schemes related to time-stepping; as \( N \) is increased, the length scales decrease and a smaller time step, \( \Delta t \), is required due to stability considerations encountered with explicit schemes. Advancing the system using shorter time steps makes the overall increase in computational cost super-linear and typically further augments it by another factor of two when the resolution is doubled.

For models that use implicit schemes, the computational resource demand grows more rapidly with increasing resolution. In an implicit scheme, both the current and future states of the system appear in an equation of the following form:

\[
G(Y(t), Y(t + \Delta t)) = 0
\]

This equation can be solved directly or iteratively. Direct solutions involve a matrix inversion and are typically more expensive than iterative solutions. Depending on the selected solution method, the operation count of an implicit scheme is generally between \( O(N \log N) \) and \( O(N^2) \). Therefore, doubling the resolution, which increases the number of grid cells by a factor of 8 as described above, may result in an operation count 64 times larger. One advantage of implicit schemes is that they are not subject to stability limits; thus, it is not necessary to decrease the time step if \( N \) is increased. However, it may still be desirable to reduce the time steps, as characteristic times of certain processes are shortened (e.g., the time it takes to advect emissions by the winds over the length scale \( \Delta x \)). This obviously increases the computational cost even further.

Multiscale modeling techniques emerged as a solution to this gargantuan computational challenge. The goal is to develop models capable of applying the appropriate scale or sufficient resolution where and when it is needed. The goal of multiscale models is to encompass different scales (e.g., local, urban, regional, global) in a unified modeling system to better capture the interactions among the processes relevant at each scale. There are various multiscale modeling techniques; two methods that gained popularity in air quality models will be described here. The first features grids that can be nested multiple levels deep for better resolution of finer scale processes. The second involves grid adaptation in response to the needs of a particular simulation, either by refining a structured mesh or by locally enriching an unstructured mesh with added cells. The paper will focus on the adaptive grid
method and continue with a review of its use in air quality modeling. It will end with remarks on the prospect of growing use of adaptive grids in atmospheric modeling.

2. Nested Grid Methods

Nested-grid modeling techniques have been and still are very popular in atmospheric modeling (e.g., [1–6]). In static grid nesting, finer grids (FGs) are placed or “nested” inside coarser grids (CGs). The domain and resolution of each nest are specified prior to the simulation and remain fixed throughout. The nested grid method targets higher resolution for domain features that remain stationary (e.g., terrain, coastline, the location of a power plant or urban area). A fixed FG near such features is a simple and practical solution to locally increase resolution. The grid size of the CG is usually an integer multiple of the FG’s grid size. Typically, the temporal resolution of the FG is also higher, as its time step is set to be shorter than that of the CG. It is customary, although not necessary, to set the time step ratio equal to the grid size ratio.

There are two types of grid nesting: one-way and two-way. In one-way nesting, the CG solution provides boundary conditions to the FG and there is no feedback from the FG back to the CG. Because of this, the CG simulation can be run and the solution stored before the FG simulation begins. Boundary conditions are generated by interpolating the CG solution. In two-way nesting, the FG solution is used to update the CG solution when the two solutions are synchronized; therefore, all grids must be simulated simultaneously. Typically, the CG solution is marched first by one time step. This solution yields the boundary conditions needed by the FG. When the FG solution synchronizes with the CG solution, its resolution is restricted (e.g., by averaging) to update the CG solution. Some two-way nested models use a weighted average of the CG and FG solutions, while others completely overwrite the CG solution in the region where the two solutions overlap, assuming that the finer resolution leads to a more accurate solution. A good restriction operator should transfer the maximum amount of information from the FG to the CG, but should not generate any noise due to aliasing of scales that are not resolvable by the CG. Averaging is the most common restriction approach where the weighted sum of FG values takes the place of the CG value [5,7]. Higher-order restriction operators, using larger stencils [8], can lead to more accurate results but conservation becomes a concern. To inhibit aliasing and noise on the CG, the small scale information on the FG must be damped. Techniques such as blending of the CG and FG solutions, nudging, and selective damping have been developed with the objective of damping the small scales with minimum loss of accuracy [8,9].

In one-way nesting, one of the primary concerns is mass conservation at the CG-to-FG interface where boundary conditions are input to the FG using the CG solution. Mass conservation can be ensured by setting the flux at the FG inflow boundaries equal to the flux passing through this interface as determined by the CG solution. In two-way nesting, the mass in each CG cell is usually updated with the average mass of all overlapping FG cells. Special care is required to guarantee mass conservation. Since nonlinear reactions may have transformed the chemical species during the FG solution, the mass of basic chemical elements (e.g., sulfur, nitrogen, carbon), and not single species, should be conserved. The FG solution is used to compute the flux of each element at the FG-to-CG interface. When conservation principles are applied to the FG-to-CG interface, as described above, the CG concentrations near the interface must be corrected. This can be done by renormalizing the
concentration of each species assuming that the ratio of species mass to chemical element mass remains constant before and after the correction.

Another concern in grid nesting is deformation of waves traveling through CG-FG boundaries. Grids with different resolutions act as different media to these waves, subjecting them to reflection and distortion at their interfaces. Ideally, waves leaving the CG must enter the FG without any distortion, while waves leaving the FG must pass the interface without reflections. Distortions at the CG-to-FG interface can be inhibited by using advection equivalent interpolation to interpolate the CG solution onto the FG boundary [9]. It was first pointed out by Smolarkiewicz and Grell [10] that advection and interpolation are equivalent. For example, consider the upwind advection scheme, which, for a constant wind speed $u$, advances the scalar field $\phi$ discretized over a uniform grid with spacing $\Delta x$ by a time step $\Delta t$ as:

$$\phi_{i}^{*+\Delta t} = \phi_{i}^{*} + u \frac{\Delta t}{\Delta x} (\phi_{i+1}^{*} - \phi_{i}^{*})$$

the same formula becomes the linear interpolation scheme when the relative distance traveled, $u \Delta t/\Delta x$, is substituted by $\epsilon$:

$$\phi(x) = \epsilon \phi_{i-1} + (1-\epsilon)\phi_{i}$$

and can be used to interpolate the discrete field $\phi$ to any point $x$ between points $i-1$ and $i$. The advantage of using an advection equivalent interpolation scheme is that there exist higher-order advection schemes with properties that are also desirable for interpolation. For example, Bott’s advection scheme [11] is positive-definite (i.e., does not create negative $\phi$) and Piecewise Parabolic Method [12] is monotonic (i.e., does not create new maxima or minima in $\phi$, and is therefore inherently positive-definite).

As for waves leaving the FG, it is more difficult to inhibit reflections at the FG-to-CG interface. In one-way nesting, phase speed differences of waves traveling through CG and FG grow, leading to considerable noise at the interface. On the other hand, in two-way nesting the interaction of CG and FG solutions with each other keeps them in phase; therefore, the reflections and refractions are kept to a minimum. Typically, diffusive filtering must be used to avoid reflections. The most successful filters for this purpose are those that differentiate the frequencies of traveling waves and selectively reduce the amplitudes of short-wave signals associated with noise at the interface [8]. Filters capable of differentiating the direction waves travel by separating the input (CG to FG) and feedback (FG to CG) interfaces are also desirable [13].

While static grid nesting is a practical multiscale modeling technique, it has limitations. The domains and resolutions of nests are selected either arbitrarily or based on conceptual models that may not be very accurate. The quality and accuracy of the solution obtained greatly depends on the initial selections. Once the grids are set, it may not be simple to change them since input data must be reprocessed for the new grid settings. This is the case, for example, in forecasting operations. A common problem associated with grid nesting methods is that they often lead to spurious oscillations at grid interfaces. This is particularly problematic when an interface coincides with an area of large physical gradients because the filters used to remove the oscillations can also reduce the amplitudes of resolvable waves. Large refinement ratios between CG and FG amplify the oscillations and necessitate more vigorous filtering [14].
3. Adaptive Grid Methods

The objective of an adaptive grid method is to increase solution accuracy by providing dynamic refinement at regions and instances where accuracy is most dependent on resolution. This can be achieved by restructuring the grid on which solution fields are estimated to better fit the needs of the system being numerically described. Adaptive gridding techniques can be classified as h-refinement or r-refinement depending on the type of grid restructuring employed.

H-refinement relies on increasing the total number of grid elements (e.g., nodes or cells) within a base grid for which the original structure remains fixed. The technique, also known as mesh enrichment or local refinement, modifies the grid at regions tagged for increased resolution. Frequently, the method is carried out by subdividing grid elements into smaller self-similar components. In Figure 1, the example depicting h-refinement shows a single refinement level. A second level of refinement could involve subdividing the refined cells at the center of the domain into four even smaller cells. Generally, a maximum number of refinement levels allowed must be defined.

![Figure 1. Uniform grid (left) and examples of h-refinement (center) and r-refinement (right).](image)

H-refinement can be realized by applying two distinct methodologies. One approach is to include added grid elements directly into the original base grid; all elements are solved on a single grid throughout the simulation. This method requires data storage procedures and solvers capable of handling unstructured grids. Alternatively, h-refinement can be achieved by considering the additional elements at increased resolution levels as distinct grids that are dynamically created or removed. In this manner, each refined grid can remain structured and be individually solved using algorithms developed exclusively for uniform or rectangular grids. Here, communication among different levels of refinement takes the form of boundary and initial conditions setting for the different grids.

R-refinement techniques, commonly referred to as mesh moving or global refinement, relocate mesh nodes to regions warranting increased resolution and subsequently increase grid element concentration at the areas with the greatest inaccuracies. However, the total number of grid points is maintained constant. Unlike h-refinement, r-refinement around a region is necessarily accompanied by coarsening at another. Figure 1 shows simple schematics of h-refinement and r-refinement at the center of a simple nine element quadrilateral grid.

Both adaptive gridding techniques have advantages and drawbacks associated with them. An advantageous distinguishing feature of r-refinement is smoother transitions in grid resolution. In contrast, h-refinement ordinarily operates on grids with abrupt discontinuities among the different
refinement levels allowed. Acute disruptions in resolution are undesirable and may lead to interface problems. The constant number of grid elements maintained throughout a simulation using r-refinement could prove beneficial; a fixed number of elements simplifies solution algorithms and is helpful in parallel computing implementations. It could appear that the achievable improvement to solution accuracy with r-refinement is limited by the total number of grid elements or nodes, and that such a restraint is not inherent to h-refinement. However, it is important to note that the available computational resources, and not the number nodes, are the true limitation to accuracy. At the limit of computational capacity, both h- and r-refinement can only increase local refinement at the expense of coarsening elsewhere. More accurately, r-refinement’s disadvantage lies in its need to determine global resolution (i.e., total number of grid elements) a priori. A poorly selected domain-wide number of elements will limit solution accuracy if too low and hinder efficiency if overly large. The requirement may be especially important when dealing with multiple and concurrent calls for increased resolution within different regions of a domain. This prerequisite is not essential to h-refinement. Additionally, h-refinement can guarantee a minimum solution accuracy level for all fields throughout the full domain by disallowing coarsening beyond a base grid resolution. R-refinement can be thought of as an optimization problem; the technique attempts to determine the best grid configuration possible under user-defined computational constraints. In h-refinement an optimal grid is not necessarily sought or possible. Typically, the discrete and bounded refinement levels used for adaptation with h-refinement schemes negate optimization. H-refinement is more frequently applied as a simple technique to identify regions that would likely benefit from increased resolution and readily refine at these locations if additional computational resources are available. The procedure may lead to an acceptable increase in solution accuracy by utilizing simpler adaptive algorithms that may be significantly less burdensome than those invoked by r-refinement methods. Neither refinement technique can be labeled as superior. While mesh movement seems better equipped to optimize resolution and computational workload, achieving an optimal grid may not be straightforward. Under such conditions the advantages of mesh enrichment could be of greater value.

3.1. Grid Structuring

Grid structures applied in numerical modeling may be categorized as structured or unstructured. The distinguishing feature between them refers to the data structure associated with each, rather than visual traits. Data on a structured grid can be arranged into a rectangular matrix; cells and nodes can be identified through integer indices (e.g., i, j, k). The requirement brings forth regular grid patterns and most often quadrilateral or hexahedral elements. Additionally, the data arrangement in structured grids reduces memory requirements compared to unstructured ones.

In contrast to structured grids, data from unstructured grids cannot be arranged by applying simple integer indexing and full connectivity must be defined and stored for each node. Unstructured grid cells are defined as a group of nodes that encompass an element of any geometry. These grids can be built using triangles, quadrilaterals, tetrahedra, hexahedra, or any polygon or polyhedron, including combinations of elements with different geometries. The irregularity of unstructured grids allows greater versatility in their assembly compared to structured grids. This flexibility in domain
discretization has made unstructured meshes popular in simulations dealing with complex geometries and a common choice to model fluid mechanics [15].

Typically, finite-difference methods are used with structured grids and finite-element (or finite-volume) methods are used with unstructured grids. Both methods are well developed for the solution of hyperbolic partial differential equations of the type encountered in atmospheric models. Higher-order spatial approximations are available for both types of methods; therefore, the desired level of accuracy can be achieved with either. In general, higher-order methods in atmospheric models must be used together with flux-correction or filtering algorithms to avoid the generation of spurious oscillations that may lead to undesirable effects such as non-monotonic and unphysical (e.g., negative concentrations in air quality models) solutions or even instabilities. Using higher-order difference approximations or higher-order elements is known as p-refinement, an alternative to the adaptive grid h- or r-refinement techniques described above for increasing solution accuracy. The decision of using an explicit or an implicit scheme must made for time integration; it does not depend on the spatial grid and whether it is structured or unstructured. Hence, either option is available both with finite-difference and finite-element methods.

Mesh enrichment (i.e., h-refinement) can be implemented into both structured and unstructured grids. Often, refinement involves subdividing cells into equal self-similar elements; quadrilaterals and hexahedra are divided into four or eight smaller elements respectively. Likewise, techniques are available to systematically divide triangular and tetrahedral grid elements. For structured grids, mesh enrichment may decimate the regularity in grid elements and render original solution algorithms inapplicable, unless refinements are treated as distinct grids, like previously described for nested grid methods. H-refinement is more compatible with unstructured grids. Given the arbitrary arrangement of cells within an unstructured domain, initial solution algorithms will generally also be applicable to the refined grid.

Mesh movement (i.e., r-refinement) can also be achieved regardless of grid structure. The technique is clearly well suited to structured grids; despite node movement, the regularity and connectivity of grid elements remains intact. Nevertheless, solution algorithms designed for structured grids may have also been developed assuming uniformity and be invalid under a non-uniform grid. Solver incompatibility can be addressed by applying a coordinate transformation to the governing equations and grid, from non-uniform in physical space to uniform in computational space. The transformation must be applied each time the grid is restructured and may significantly increase the method’s overhead. Mesh movement on unstructured grids can be simpler if the solution algorithms available are capable of handling irregular, non-uniform grids from the start.

3.2. Error Estimation

The objective of increasing solution accuracy through adaptive gridding can only be met if adaptation is driven by an efficient indicator of the solution error in a spatial field. The concept of error equidistribution has been used to describe the adaptive grid process; grids are reconfigured to result in an equal amount of error for all grid elements [16]. However, directly quantifying error is not a straightforward task. Quantitative analysis of resolution-induced error in advection algorithms has been previously investigated. For advection schemes, a Fourier method can estimate error
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(i.e., numerical diffusion) as a function of grid resolution [17]. The estimation becomes much more complex after integrating other physical and chemical processes into the system, particularly nonlinear transformations. Additionally, exact error quantification cannot be used as a refinement driver a priori, as the error itself depends on grid structure after adaptation.

Typically, adaptive grids use an error indicator in place of solution error to drive refinement. The error indicator may be a rudimentary calculation related to the error. For instance, estimates of the truncation or interpolation error may be applied. It is also common to rely on physical features that are known to efficiently signal locations where the error is most sensitive to grid resolution. In air quality modeling, for example, concentration gradients or curvatures can be used to trigger refinement and effectively increase solution accuracy. The selection of an error indicator to drive refinement is more critical to r-refinement than h-refinement. For mesh moving refinement, adaptation acts as an optimization processes by which error is minimized with a fixed amount of available resolution. Since refinement at one region necessitates coarsening at another, effective adaptation criteria truly representative of solution error are crucial. In mesh enrichment, base-level solution accuracy is generally guaranteed. Refinement augments resolution at selected locations and increases total grid resolution. An optimal grid configuration is not necessarily achieved nor pursued. Instead, mesh enrichment may simply allocate additional resolution in an attempt to sufficiently increase solution accuracy.

4. Antecedents of Adaptive Grid Air Quality Modeling

Research efforts investigating adaptive gridding in meteorological modeling precede those exploring the technique as an option for air quality simulation. The motivations and methodologies for adaptive grid refinement in both atmospheric realms are very much alike. The earliest attempt to simulate atmospheric flows using an adaptive grid was reported by Jones et al. [1]. In the model described, two levels of nested grids were allowed to move within a larger domain while tracking a tropical cyclone identified from the surface pressure field.

Subsequent applications of adaptive gridding in atmospheric modeling were described by Skamarock et al. [7,18]. In these simulations, grid refinement was based on the method of Berger and Oliger [19]. This approach to adaptive gridding achieves dynamic refinement by nesting rectangular subgrids of arbitrary orientation at regions necessitating enhanced resolution within a coarse-resolution base grid. Subgrids may overlap and multiple grid levels with increasing resolution can coexist. Estimates of truncation error at each grid point are used to flag the locations requiring improved resolution. Flagged points are clustered and rectangular subgrids encompassing each cluster are created. The procedure is performed at each level of resolution until no further refinement is required or a user-defined maximum level is reached.

An alternative strategy to adaptive gridding in meteorological modeling was reported by Dietachmayer and Droegemeier [20,21]. This method utilizes r-refinement driven by a weight function calculated from the spatial fields of selected physical properties, typically based on gradients and curvatures. Similar to other r-refinement algorithms, a coordinate transformation from irregular physical space to uniform computational space is applied to the governing system of equations.
5. Adaptive Grids in Air Quality Models

Application of adaptive grids in air quality modeling has been explored for over 10 years. Three distinct efforts to implement adaptive gridding techniques into Eulerian air pollution models can be identified. These undertakings can each be traced back to Tomlin et al. [22], Srivastava et al. [23], and Constantinescu et al. [24]. The techniques presented by Tomlin et al. [22] and Srivastava et al. [23] have undergone substantial development thereafter, and evolved from simple exercises designed to prove the worthiness of adaptive gridding in air pollution modeling to elements of regional air quality models applied to realistic simulations. The aforementioned approaches to adaptive grid modeling are vastly different; methods applied to achieve improved results are unique to each. However, the goal and many of the conclusions reached from analysis of modeled results are common to all. In this section we describe the main characteristics of each of these adaptive grid modeling techniques, as well as common challenges encountered and shared conclusions. A summary of the methods’ characteristics is also presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Adaptive Grid Methods in Air Quality Modeling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original Publication</th>
<th>Grid Structure</th>
<th>Refinement method</th>
<th>Refinement criteria applied</th>
<th>Implementation into operational air quality model</th>
<th>Vertical adaptivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tomlin et al. [22]</td>
<td>Unstructured triangular or tetrahedral</td>
<td>Single grid h-refinement</td>
<td>1st and 2nd order solution difference; concentration gradient</td>
<td>Eulerian grid model</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Srivastava et al. [23]</td>
<td>Structured quadrilateral</td>
<td>R-refinement</td>
<td>Interpolation error; concentration curvature</td>
<td>CMAQ</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constantinescu et al. [24]</td>
<td>Uniform quadrilateral with nested refinements</td>
<td>Multigrid h-refinement</td>
<td>Concentration curvature</td>
<td>STEM</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1. Reported Adaptive Grid Methods in Air Quality Modeling

An adaptive grid method applicable to air pollution modeling using unstructured grids is described by Tomlin et al. [22]. The method is applied to an unstructured triangular grid model which solves the discretized atmospheric diffusion equation using a finite-volume approach. Grid refinement is achieved through mesh enrichment (i.e., h-refinement). Original grid nodes remain fixed and refinement is accomplished by splitting each triangle into 4 smaller, similar triangles. The process can be extended to any user-determined level of refinement and derefinement simply involves merging elements contained within the same parent triangle. The refinement technique is illustrated in Figure 2. Adaptation is driven by the spatial error estimated as the difference between solutions calculated using first- and second-order methods. A test case simulated dispersion of a concentrated NO\textsubscript{x} plume within background atmospheres with varying degrees of pollution. The NO concentration field was selected to estimate spatial error and drive refinement limited to a maximum of two levels. In the simulation, refinement winds up concentrated around pronounced spatial gradients. The adaptive grid captures features in the ozone and NO\textsubscript{2} concentration structures unseen in a simulation without refinement, near
the point source and further downwind. Additionally, a significant difference in total NO$_2$ mass is observed between adapted and unadapted simulations. The authors attribute the discrepancy to nonlinear chemistry, which renders ozone and NO$_x$ concentrations grid resolution dependent.

**Figure 2.** Refined unstructured triangular grid covering the United Kingdom. Reprinted with permission from [25].

The adaptive gridding method of Tomlin *et al.* [22] has been subsequently applied to model the dispersion of nuclear contamination [26] and air pollution formation across central Europe [27]. These simulations extended into the regional scale and incorporated vertical layering and mixing, space-and-time-varying three-dimensional meteorological fields, dry deposition, and pollutant transformations (e.g., nuclear decay or chemical reactivity). In these studies, concentrations estimated using adaptive grids exhibited closer agreement to concentrations calculated under fine resolution than those attainable using coarse grids or nested grids placed over main pollutant sources. Furthermore, adaptive grids required only a fraction of the computer time necessary for the fine resolution simulations. Implementation of adaptive gridding along the vertical domain has also been reported [25,28]. The three-dimensional adaptive grid method uses an unstructured tetrahedral grid. Refinement is based on the same strategy previously described for the horizontal adaptation and is achieved by subdividing tetrahedral elements into 6 to 14 smaller tetrahedra depending on cell location and the number of edges tagged for refinement. In one test case, the adaptive grid method was used to model an elevated NO point source under conditions representative of different stability classes [28].
Adaptation was driven by node-to-node concentration gradients. The results demonstrate the significance of vertical resolution in estimating accurate pollutant concentrations. This is especially true downwind of sources and under neutral-to-stable atmospheric conditions, which frequently lead to limited mixing and large gradients at inversion layers.

The use of mesh movement (r-refinement) as an adaptive grid strategy in air quality modeling was first reported by Srivastava et al. [23]. The proposed adaptive grid algorithm maintains the number of grid cells fixed throughout the simulation and operates on a structured grid. Nodes are allowed to relocate across the domain in an attempt to minimize solution error. However, grid topology remains unaltered. Use of non-uniform grid elements requires that a transformation from Cartesian to curvilinear coordinates be applied to governing equations and node positions. This transforms the grid from non-uniform in physical space to uniform in computational space, and allows the finite-volume solution procedures designed for a physically uniform grid to be applied to a non-uniform dynamic grid. Adaptation (i.e., grid movement) is controlled by a weight function based on an error estimate defined as the difference between the values at each cell and those obtained by interpolation of values in neighboring cells. A combination of species’ concentrations may be selected as values used in the weight estimation. Weights are normalized, smoothed, and integrate several parameters that can be used to control the degree of adaptation. During adaptation, grid nodes are relocated and clustered around areas bearing large weights. After the grid is modified, it is necessary to reorganize solution fields onto the new grid applying a redistribution procedure. The newly generated solution fields can then be used to recalculate spatial error (i.e., weights) in an iterative procedure that continues until a grid convergence criterion, defined as a maximum node movement relative to initial grid spacing, is met.

Several tests were performed using this adaptive grid algorithm to evaluate its performance including simulations of rotating conical concentration distributions [23], a reacting pollutant puff [23,29], and dispersion of a power plant plume [30]. The simulation of single and multiple rotating conical distributions confirmed a significant increase in solution accuracy compared to static grid simulations and demonstrated the adaptive grid’s ability to better resolve features involving steep gradients or discontinuities. An important observation is mentioned by the authors; while the adaptive grid provides an improvement over fixed grids, the solution accuracy may still be limited by the total number of grid nodes in the simulation. A closer approximation to the exact solution may require that the number of grid nodes (i.e., cells) be increased, especially if multiple features simultaneously require increased resolution to be well resolved. The results from tests that modeled a reactive pollutant puff demonstrated that the adaptive grid algorithm better simulates nonlinear chemical transformations of pollutant distributions compared to static grid models. Srivastava et al. [30], modeled a plume from an elevated point source resembling a power plant stack with a simplified chemical mechanism using adaptive and static grids. The authors find that the adaptive grid method decreases plume dispersion and has a significant effect on modeled ozone concentrations. The adaptive simulation was able to capture the small scale ozone plume structure near the source as well as high ozone concentrations at large distances downwind. These features are not observed when using a static grid. The test further demonstrates that the transport and nonlinear chemical processes relevant to an ozone plume’s “early”, “intermediate”, and “mature” stages can only be adequately modeled by adaptive gridding or drastically increasing the number of cells in a much more computationally expensive simulation.
To demonstrate the computational expense and accuracy gained, CPU times with static and adaptive grids were compared for the reactive pollutants puff test [23]. The solution with an adaptive grid took 9 times longer than the solution on a static grid with the same number of grid cells. However, the accuracy of the adaptive grid solution was far superior as the minimum grid cell size around the puffs was 30–40 times smaller than the static grid cell size. The CPU time of a refined static grid solution using 9 times more cells was also measured. Note that this solution falls short of providing the minimum cell size and the accuracy achieved by the adaptive grid solution, yet its CPU time was 63 times longer than the adaptive grid’s. These comparisons show that adaptive grids have the potential to offer accurate solutions at significant cost savings.

Implementation of r-refinement into a comprehensive regional chemical-transport model was first reported by Odman et al. [31]. Later, Garcia-Menendez et al. [32] developed an adaptive grid version of the Community Multiscale Air Quality modeling system (CMAQ) [33] using the adaptive grid algorithm proposed by Srivastava et al. [23]. CMAQ integrates advection, diffusion, deposition, gas-phase chemistry, aqueous-phase reactions, aerosol dynamics, and cloud processes into air quality modeling. The adaptive grid version of CMAQ (AG-CMAQ) performs a transformation of the original governing equations in curvilinear coordinates, which allows the existing numerical schemes to be applied on a non-uniform grid. Two-dimensional grid refinement is driven by a weight function estimated from a numerical approximation of the curvature in selected model variables. The weight function can incorporate concentrations of different species or alternative atmospheric variables and adjust the relative importance of each.

AG-CMAQ performance was evaluated by applying the model to simulate the air pollution impacts from an actual biomass burning event affecting air quality over a large urban area. Figure 3 illustrates the application. The focus was placed on fine particulate matter. This differs from most adaptive grid plume simulations previously reported, centered on ozone photochemistry. Additionally, results were compared to measurements at air quality monitoring sites, an assessment approach that had only been previously reported for adaptive grids by Lagzi et al. [27]. Three-dimensional meteorological and emissions data were prepared by a numerical weather prediction model and emissions processors. The evaluation showed that AG-CMAQ reduced diffusion and produced better refined plumes compared to fixed grid CMAQ results. The mean fractional error relative to measurements was also reduced when using AG-CMAQ. Furthermore, the developers believe that AG-CMAQ may provide insight into atmospheric processes beyond that which can be gained from fixed grid CMAQ simulations.

The adaptive grid method described by Constantinescu et al. [24] has also been implemented into a comprehensive chemical and transport model. The authors developed a mesh enrichment (i.e., h-refinement) technique based on a structured quadrilateral grid and limited to the horizontal plane. The technique is illustrated in Figure 4. In this method, coarse level cells are grouped into equilateral blocks, each containing an equal number of cells. Refinement is achieved by subdividing a block into smaller blocks. Each refined block maintains the same structure and number of cells as the original block from which they were derived. Refinement can continue up to a specified maximum level; smaller cells are produced and the total number of cells across the domain is increased. Derefining involves merging several blocks into a single coarser-level block. The block structure and number of cells enclosed within each block, remain constant throughout the simulation. Adaptation is driven by the curvature in horizontal concentration fields. The normalized root mean square
concentration curvature is estimated for each block, and the maximum estimate among all vertical layers is compared to user-defined tolerances to indicate refinement or derefinement. Simplified tests simulating atmospheric dispersion indicated that the adaptive grid is capable of producing more accurate results than coarse and nested grids.

**Figure 3.** Adapted grid during a biomass burning plume simulation with AG-CMAQ.

![Adapted grid during a biomass burning plume simulation with AG-CMAQ.](image1)

**Figure 4.** Block-structured dynamically refined grid over East Asia. Reprinted with permission from [24].

![Block-structured dynamically refined grid over East Asia.](image2)
The adaptive grid methodology of Constantinescu et al. [24] was integrated into the Sulfur Transport and Deposition Model (STEM) [34]. STEM includes three-dimensional representations of dispersion, deposition, chemical transformation, and cloud processes. An adaptive grid simulation focused on ozone formation over East Asia during one week was carried out using four levels of refinement. Over 100 chemical species and 200 chemical reactions are considered in the model. Yearly averaged emissions inventories and prognostic weather simulation results were included as inputs. Different species were used to estimate concentration curvature and drive adaptation. The curvature in ozone proved least useful, while curvature estimates accounting for ozone precursors (NO, NO$_2$, and HCHO) produced better results. An increase in accuracy was observed when applying an adaptive grid relative to coarse resolution results. Two interesting observations are also discussed: (1) the increase in solution accuracy is highly dependent on the user defined refinement tolerances, and (2) the total number of grid cells decreases with time until becoming fairly stable. Special attention was given to implementation of the adaptive grid method into parallel computing systems, facilitated by the domain’s division into self-similar blocks. A computational cost is acknowledged for adaptive gridding. However, the computational requirements were significantly lower than those necessary for simulations performed at the finest grid resolution allowed in the adaptive grid application. For the application described, wall-clock times of STEM runs with static and adaptive grids were compared. An adaptive grid run of comparable accuracy required only a quarter of the time spent in a static fine grid run.

5.2. Common Challenges

The methodologies described in Section 4.1 follow different approaches to adaptive grid integration into air pollution modeling. However, all attempts have encountered common challenges. These common obstacles and the strategies applied to overcome them merit attention and are discussed in this subsection.

5.2.1. Refinement Criterion

We have previously mentioned that an essential component of any grid refinement technique is an error estimation that serves as a refinement criterion. All applications of adaptive gridding to air quality modeling previously reported have relied on atmospheric concentration spatial fields. An error estimate calculated from the difference in first-order and second-order approximations of local concentrations was described in Tomlin et al. [22]. A simpler error calculation based on the gradient between neighboring concentration values was applied in Ghorai et al. [28]. A numerical approximation of the curvature of concentration fields was introduced by Srivastava et al. [23] and has been used in later studies [24,32]. The different error estimations have all proven adequate. For simulations analyzing secondary pollutant fields, results indicate that spatial error calculations that consider precursor species outperform those that focus solely on the secondary pollutant.
5.2.2. Refinement Control

A need to constrain refinement intensity has also been identified in all previous investigations. Uncontrolled adaptation may lead to excessive refinement. Control parameters are implemented into the refinement criteria estimates previously described to normalize and smooth spatial error calculations. Mesh enrichment methods additionally require that user-defined upper and lower tolerances be set to trigger adaptation, directly controlling the degree to which grids are reconfigured. Furthermore, mesh enrichment techniques constrain adaptation to a maximum number of refinement levels. In the iterative mesh moving method previously described, a maximum number of relocation operations and minimum node movement relative to initial grid spacing are defined to stop adaptation.

Some concern about abrupt transitions in grid resolution has been expressed in past adaptive gridding exercises. The existence of neighboring grid elements refined to very different degrees may lead to errors and the loss of features resolved under the fine resolution if advection transports the features into coarse resolution regions prior to adaptation. A safety layer encompassing high resolution regions is proposed as a solution by Tomlin et al. [25]. The problem has also been addressed by significantly smoothing the error estimation driving adaptation [23]. In r-refinement no boundaries between different resolution levels are created and smoothing can guarantee changes in grid size are gradual. Special care must be given to refinement along domain borders, as boundary conditions are generally only available at coarser resolution. Domain design should consider maintaining features that will call forth considerable refinement distanced from the domain edges. The moving mesh algorithm developed by Srivastava et al. [23] only allows node movement along the lateral domain boundaries, limiting the refinement attainable along these edges. The same strategy is applied in AG-CMAQ. In the adaptive grid model developed by Constantinescu et al. [24] the cell blocks along lateral domain boundaries are maintained at the coarsest level throughout the simulation, and each subsequent cell block is only allowed to adapt to one additional refinement level.

5.2.3. Adaptation Frequency

As adaptability is integrated into more complex atmospheric systems, the grid refinement process may become increasingly taxing, especially when applied to comprehensive chemical-transport models. Therefore, it may be necessary or desirable to apply grid adaptation at intervals greater than solution frequency. Ghorai et al. [28] found that performing grid adaptation every 20 min is sufficient to produce accurate results and reduces the computational requirements of a three-dimensional elevated plume simulation. A 5 min adaptation interval is used in the regional air quality case presented in Lagzi et al. [27]. In their simulation of air quality over East Asia, Constantinescu et al. [24] tested adaptation intervals from 1 to 6 h and determined that 3 hours provided an adequate balance between solution accuracy and computational cost. The reactive plume simulation of Srivastava et al. [30] applies grid adaptation at a frequency equivalent to every 4 solution time steps. The adaptive grid version of CMAQ developed by Garcia-Menendez et al. [32], carries out adaptation once every output time step, set to 15 min in the application described. A related concern is the existing lag between adaptation and solution; error calculations that drive adaptation are estimated using the solution at the end of a time step, but the grid generated is applied towards solution of the following time step. To address this
issue, quadratic interpolants have been used to predict the evolution of spatial error at a future time step and determine refinement [22]. Such an approach may become increasingly useful as adaptability is implemented into more complex models and the frequency of adaptation must be reduced.

5.2.4. Preadaptation

Preadaptation has also been identified as a process that might be important in effective grid refinement. The strategy is of particular relevance to point sources which might immediately dilute into coarse cells and lose plume features prior to any adaptation. The plume simulation carried out by Tomlin et al. [25] addressed the issue by placing the modeled stack within a subdomain and using the subdomain concentration as an internal boundary condition, an approach similar to grid nesting. Subsequent applications of this adaptive grid method have commenced from grids initially refined around major pollutant sources (e.g., point sources [28], cities [26,27]). A grid preadaptation step was proposed by Srivastava et al. [23]. Under this procedure, a grid is adapted from the initial concentration field using the same error weight function estimation applied throughout the simulation. For sources that begin to emit at the start of the simulation, emissions are assumed to occur prior to initiating the run. Although preadaptation was not considered in the simulations discussed in Constantinescu et al. [24], the authors acknowledge that a transient phase characterized by heavier refinement and observed during the initial stages of all runs might be attributable to coarse resolution around major sources at the onset.

5.2.5. Interpolation

Interpolation of coarse or uniformly distributed data onto adapted grids is an important component of all adaptive air quality modeling methods reported. The operation is essential during three processes of an adaptive grid air quality model: emissions, meteorology, and solution redistribution. The procedure for processing emissions must be applied after each grid adaptation operation. Different interpolation schemes have been used to interpolate area sources onto adapted non-uniform grids. Additionally, point sources must be relocated to appropriate cells after grid reconfiguration. Emissions processing can become taxing, especially for mesh moving methods that use cells with irregular geometries [32]. Meteorological inputs, whether from numerical weather prediction models or synoptic observations, are typically uniformly spaced and provided at a resolution coarser than that of refined grids. Ideally, meteorological inputs should be provided on the same adaptive grids. A system with adaptive grid capability that attempts to couple simple air pollutant dispersion models with meteorology models was reported by Bacon et al. [35] and is further described in Section 6. Mapping of meteorological fields onto required locations on an adapted grid is necessary and can be achieved through interpolation techniques. Nonetheless, the interpolation should ensure conservation and produce minimally modified fields [25]. The most recurrent interpolation operation in an adaptive grid algorithm is redistribution of solution fields onto modified grids after applying adaptation. Here, conservation is paramount. With grid enrichment methods, the operation may be as simple as linear interpolation [24]. More elaborate interpolation techniques have been applied to solution interpolation onto unstructured triangular and tetrahedral based grids, including a conservative rezoning algorithm and cell-vertex method [25]. Under mesh moving techniques, the movement of nodes over solution fields can be considered as equivalent to advective fluxes crossing cell boundaries. Solution
redistribution procedures using a conservative interpolation equation or monotonic advection scheme have been previously described [23,32]. It is likely that a significant fraction of the computational cost associated with adaptive grid air quality modeling is attributable to solution redistribution operations. This is especially true for iterative procedures. The overhead from adaptation must be kept in check by defining appropriate adaptation intervals and refinement parameters. Finding an adequate balance between adaptation efficiency and computational workload is important to achieve an effective operational model.

5.2.6. Time-Stepping

One characteristic of adaptive grid air quality models that can severely hinder performance is excessively small process time steps applied uniformly throughout the domain. It is common practice in air pollution models to apply the domain-minimum time step, typically fixed by the characteristic time for advection, at every point [24,28]. Therefore, the domain-wide solution time step is determined by the grid cells subjected to the highest resolution and greatest wind speeds. This guarantees that the Courant stability condition is met. However, as grids are refined solution time steps become increasingly small. Applying the minimum solution time step across the entire grid regardless of the individual needs at each location is an inefficiency typically encountered in air quality models that may render adaptive gridding prohibitive. This concern is especially relevant when applying adaptive grid algorithms to comprehensive air quality models. The problem can be controlled by constraining the degree of refinement allowed as previously described. Alternatively, a variable time step algorithm was implemented into the adaptive grid version of CMAQ to address the issue [32]. Under this technique, a local solution time step is assigned to each grid cell and the computational cost associated with adaptive gridding can be notably reduced. The local time steps are all integer divisors of a synchronization time step used to advance in time a synchronized global solution [36].

5.2.7. Subgrid Scale Parameterizations

Finally, an especially significant concern about adaptive grid air quality modeling is the applicability of subgrid parameterizations to grids with non-uniform resolution and highly refined regions. The issue has not yet been addressed in reported research efforts. Parameterizations for physical processes (e.g., turbulence, cloud processes) must be valid for the refined grid. The dependence of these parameterizations on grid resolution may bring into question their validity across the entire domain if considerable differences in grid resolution are allowed. Furthermore, if resolution is sufficiently increased, some parameterizations might not be required and their inclusion could adversely affect solution accuracy. The concern is also relevant to adaptive grid modeling in other atmospheric realms. For instance, one adaptive grid weather prediction model assigns an adjustment factor, determined by cell area, to each cell and uses this factor to regulate the degree to which the convective parameterization is applied at individual cells [35]. Similarly, techniques that integrate dependence on grid resolution into the parameterizations of adaptive grid air quality models may have to be considered.
5.3. Shared Conclusions

All adaptive grid air quality modeling applications previously described find that dynamic mesh refinement significantly increases the accuracy of results. Observed differences in simulated concentration fields using adaptive and static grids demonstrate a legitimate need for increased resolution in air quality modeling. Adaptive gridding has consistently proven to be an adequate and highly attractive option to meet increased resolution requirement. Additionally, the different adaptive grid methods reported outperform grid nesting and increase computational efficiency compared to high resolution simulations capable of providing the same level of accuracy. Adaptive grids significantly decrease numerical diffusion while revealing detailed pollutant concentration structures and features that cannot be resolved with static grids, uniform or nested, using comparable computational resources. Decreased errors associated with pollutant levels modeled using adaptive grids can be perceived near emissions sources as well as at considerable downwind distances.

In the adaptive grid applications described, the largest spatial error, and therefore the highest degree of refinement needed to reduce this error, is typically observed at regions with pronounced concentration gradients. Large gradients can be usually found near pollutant sources and along plume edges further downwind. The nonlinear nature of atmospheric chemical transformations further strengthens the case for adaptive gridding. Studies have repeatedly determined that pollutant concentrations subjected to nonlinear chemistry (e.g., ozone, nitrogen oxides) are mesh dependent. Under these circumstances, integrated pollutant concentrations can change significantly when applying grid refinement techniques that can better resolve the chemical processes. As chemical transport models incorporate detailed secondary organic aerosol processes, nonlinear as well, the advantages of adaptive grids may become even more apparent.

Vertical grid adaptation has only been incorporated into a single adaptive grid model. Tomlin et al. [25] find that vertical resolution may be important to resolve vertical profiles of pollutant sources and consequently determine accurate ground-level concentrations further downwind. Higher resolution may be warranted near inversion heights under unstable conditions. Since increased resolution is typically provided near the surface and mixing heights vary greatly throughout the day, vertical adaptivity may be helpful in capturing relevant concentration gradients above ground [28]. Although refinement is limited to the horizontal plane within the adaptive grid methods implemented into comprehensive chemical transport models, the authors describe extension of the methods along the vertical direction as a plausible and attractive undertaking [24,32].

Finally, all developers agree that the power of adaptive gridding will become more apparent as resolution of model inputs is increased to better match refined grids. This includes emissions, meteorological fields, and boundary conditions. Accuracy has been seen to improve when applying high resolution emissions [24]. The significance of coupling adaptive grid air quality models to high resolution weather data has also been mentioned [24,26,32]. A potential alternative is to operate meteorological and air quality models under the same adapted grid. The coupled modeling approach would allow a weight function determined by any combination of both meteorological and air quality variables to drive grid refinement for both models simultaneously [32].
6. Additional Applications of Adaptive Grid Modeling in Atmospheric Sciences

As adaptive grid modeling is being explored in air quality modeling, concurrent efforts to integrate the technique into weather prediction and global circulation models have been reported. Attempts to apply adaptive grids in comprehensive meteorological models have been limited with few recent developments. A noteworthy application is the Operational Multiscale Environmental model with Grid Adaptivity (OMEGA) [35]. This numerical weather prediction model operates on a three-dimensional unstructured grid constructed from triangular prisms. Adaptation is carried out by adding or removing vertices at the centroids of cells tagged for refinement, subdividing cells, and restructuring node connections to minimize aspect ratio. An interesting feature of the model is the addition of dispersion modeling. Three distinct atmospheric dispersion techniques are integrated into OMEGA: Eulerian, Lagrangian particle, and probabilistic puff modeling. The techniques simplify pollutant transport by relying on averaged wind fields, parameterizing turbulent diffusion, and neglecting chemical transformation processes. Although these methodologies are not new, their incorporation into an adaptive grid meteorological model is of interest. With their inclusion, OMEGA allows embedded dispersion models to operate under high resolution meteorological fields. Furthermore, adaptation of the meteorological model can be driven by the pollutant plume itself [35]. Figure 5 illustrates grid adaptation to a plume in OMEGA. In this manner, a coupled meteorological-air-quality model that continuously exchanges data to drive the adaptation is established.

**Figure 5.** OMEGA grid dynamically adapted to a pollutant plume. Reprinted with permission from [35].

Much of the progress recently reported pertaining to adaptive grid modeling in atmospheric science involves incorporation of the technique into general circulation models. The motivation to integrate adaptive gridding into global models is largely analogous to that driving incorporation into air quality and weather models: models simulate atmospheric processes covering a wide range of scales and available computational resources are unable to explicitly resolve all processes involved. Therefore, it is not surprising to find that adaptive gridding techniques explored in climate models are frequently
equivalent to those applied to air pollution modeling. However, the spatial and temporal scales of interest are very different to those in air quality simulations. In addition, the spherical nature of the global modeling domain and differences in simulated processes result in very different grid refinement requirements.

Nonetheless, future applications of adaptive gridding in air quality modeling may benefit from previous and ongoing efforts to integrate the technique into global models. Hubbard and Nikiforakis [37] applied the grid refinement technique of Berger and Oliger [19] previously explored in regional weather modeling, to global atmospheric modeling. Adaptive grid climate modeling on unstructured triangular or tetrahedral based grids has been explored by Behrens et al. [38–41]. Here, adaptation is achieved by bisecting triangular or tetrahedral elements. Jablonowski et al. [42–44] explored block-structured adaptive gridding within a global atmospheric model. The grid refinement technique implemented in these applications is similar to that applied to air quality modeling by Constantinescu et al. [24] and is illustrated in Figure 6. Refinement is achieved by organizing the domain into a block structured two-dimensional grid and further dividing blocks tagged for refinement into smaller self-similar units containing a fixed number of cells. Adaptation is allowed to proceed for several levels and each block is solved independently. A refinement technique applicable to three-dimensional grids based on any geometric element was described by Weller and Weller [45]. The method has been explored on reduced latitude-longitude and hexagonal icosahedral grids [45], cubed sphere and triangular icosahedral grids [46], and polygon based grids [47]. Moreover, an interesting approach to adaptation was presented by Weller [47] where future refinement requirements are predicted at each adaptation step, allowing less frequent grid restructuring and diminished costs associated with restructuring the grid. Predictions are attained by advancing the solution by one adaptation time step on a coarse grid and estimating refinement criteria from this solution to generate a refined grid effective for the entire adaptation step. Additional research efforts exploring atmospheric modeling with unstructured Voronoi tessellations and C-grid discretization have been recently reported [48,49]. These grid generation techniques provide a natural framework for multiscale modeling and could effortlessly incorporate adaptive gridding in the future.
7. Concluding Remarks

Adaptive grid methods have not been fully explored in atmospheric modeling. Early attempts in weather prediction did not flourish and this field remained dominated by static nested grid methods. There have been a few recent attempts to integrate adaptive grids into air quality modeling but once again these attempts did not enjoy wide acceptance. Future undertakings should consider several key factors if greater interest in the technique is sought. The prevalence of community-driven models in atmospheric sciences today makes compatibility with existing model frameworks an indispensable requirement for increased use of adaptive gridding methodologies. Additional applications that go beyond typical power plant plume and ozone chemistry simulations are necessary to further demonstrate the worth of dynamic grid refinement. Finally, adaptive grid air quality models will have to be accompanied by equivalent increases to the resolution of emissions and meteorological inputs to truly reach their full potential.

What looks promising for adaptive grids is the presence of a vibrant support by the global climate community who acknowledge reaching a plateau after years of improvement in accuracy, mainly driven by progress in high performance computing. Adaptive grid methods are viewed as a means to reignite model advancement and a long term solution for dealing with the multiscale nature of the climate system [50]. Workshops are being organized to discuss the potential of adaptive grid methods in global scale modeling [51]. The range of scales covered by climate models is vast. For this reason, adaptive gridding might prove most crucial to future climate modeling. The recent appearance of numerous papers on adaptive grid use in global models may be the early sign of an explosive growth in this field.

The potential returns of adaptive grids are enormous while the risks are relatively small. The methods have matured through advancements in computational fluid dynamics and wide use, for
example, in aerospace engineering applications. The difficulties will be faced in developing parameterizations for processes that cannot be resolved by adaptive gridding. In our view, the problem will eventually die out as adaptive grids continue to provide increased grid resolution. Nonetheless, the issue must be dealt with in the interim. The wide range of scales provided by adaptive grids will necessitate resolution dependent parameterizations and this may appear as a daunting task. However, what is faced today by increasing grid resolution uniformly or through grid nesting is the exact same problem: parameterizations that made sense for coarse grid resolution must be rethought as grid resolution increases. We must simply develop a culture of designing resolution dependent parameterizations upfront instead of revising the parameterizations every time model resolutions change. For these reasons, we believe that the time is right to invest in the development of adaptive grid models.
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